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AN OVERVIEW 

OUR MISSION  

To provide opportunities for business women to connect and learn. 

 

OUR VISION 

The women of Bass Coast and South Gippsland Shires feel connected and 
continue to gain skills and knowledge 

 

OUR VALUES 

Welcoming Learning Collaboration        Fun Sustainability 

 

OUR HISTORY 

The Southern Business Women's Network (SBWN) is an incorporated organisation1 that 
supports women throughout Bass Coast and South Gippsland to grow professionally and 
personally. 

For the past 22 years, the SBWN has been holding monthly dinner networking events in 
venues across the region with guest speakers on a diverse range of topics as well as 
offering professional development workshops from time to time. These events and 
workshops are attended by members and their guests, and a volunteer committee of 8 - 
10 members meets monthly and is responsible for the operational and financial 
management of the network. 

The network has maintained a low annual membership fee (currently $55.00) and provides 
a range of benefits to its members and allows non-members to subscribe to an email list 
free of charge. The network currently requires a minimum of 55 members to cover the 
existing fixed costs of running the network (insurance, the membership management 
software and website). The dinner events are generally cost-neutral and covered by ticket 
sales. As a key member benefit, members can bring up to two guests at member ticket 
prices. Non-member ticket prices are usually 18% - 20% higher than member prices. The 
workshops are offered at subsidised cost for members and full price for non-members.  

 

 

1 Victorian incorporated associations are registered with Consumer Affairs Victoria under the Associations 
Incorporation Reform Act 2012 (the Act). 
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THE SBWN NOW  

The SBWN Committee 2019-2020 

 L-R Jessica Bell (Treasurer), Catherine Elderidge (General Member), Deb 
Bray (Events), Dana Hughes (President), Carol Christenson (Publicity), 
Sharon Exton (Membership), Sue Carmody (General Member), Karen 
Raabe (Vice President) – Insert L-R: Margaret Ornsby (Digital Whiz) 
Chelsea Taylor (Secretary) 

The SBWN Committee is a group of volunteers who put their hands up to make 
a difference. They bring a range of skills and experience to the group, with the 
common goal of creating an environment where women can come together 
and share ideas, learn and grow.  

Meeting monthly at the RSL in Leongatha, until lockdown, to plan and work 
together to bring events and networking opportunities to the SBWN 
membership and guests. It was with a mixture of regret and excitement that 
we accepted the early resignation of Sue Carmody and Sharon Exton due an 
increase in their business commitments and activities. 

Many of the committee have held their positions for a number of years and their 
contribution and commitment to the network is significant and greatly appreciated. The 
network relies on members, such as this and other committees over the 21 years of 
operation, contributing in whatever way they can to enable it to keep running.  

The Membership 

As at 1 August 2020, the network has 98 financial members, one life member, 156 
email subscribers and 2,082 Facebook followers. Our members are professionals 
working across a range of sectors including agriculture, finance, retail, health, 
tourism and government as well as small and large business owners, and retirees. 
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ACHIEVEMENTS 2019-20  

THE STRATEGIC PLAN 

A strategic planning workshop was held on Saturday 29 February 2020 and attended by 
the full committee. The workshop was facilitated by a professional facilitator who is a 
current SBWN member. 

The SBWN Strategic Plan 2020-2023 builds upon the work of previous committees and 
has been informed by a number of member surveys undertaken over recent years, as well 
as an environmental scan of national, regional, large and small business women's 
networks to gauge ideas and best practice. 

Thank you, to our members who provided valuable feedback and suggestions. In 
particular, a warm and heartfelt thank you especially to Karen Raabe who lead the process 
with the SBWN committee who did the hard yards behind the scenes to develop and 
finalise this plan.  

 

EVENTS IN 2019 – 2020 

Dinner events were held each month until March 2020 and then resumed on Zoom in July 
2020. The committee strives to provide a mix of business and personal development as 
well as an opportunity to meet and network together, which can be seen by the list of 
events below. Speakers are sourced in a number of ways e.g. from attending other events, 

suggestions from members or acquaintances and 
mentors. Nearly all speakers at SBWN events give their 
time for free. They generously give their time and 
expertise to support the Network.  

The actual event organisation is the responsibility of 
Deb Bray who manages to create the fantastic look and 
feel at many of the dinner events. Deb is also 
responsible for organising speaker gifts and connecting 
with our speakers post event to celebrate their 
contribution to the Network.  

Member Benefit 

Reduced dinner and workshop event fees and the 
ability to bring up to two guests at the reduced fee. 
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Dinner Speakers and Topics 2019 - 2020 

Month Title No.  Speaker 

September 2020 In Her Head, the Nature, 
Nurture and Neurobiology of 
the Female Brain 

 Sarah McKay 

July 2020 Manage Your Energy Not 
Your Time 

36 Marjorie-Jane 
Scott & Hridaya 
Ishaya 

June 2020 Sneak Peak and Reconnect 
(online) 

18 Networking Event  

March– May 2020 Cancelled   

February 2020 3 Venues, 3 Courses & 
Network 

52 Networking Event 

January 2020 Insights into Managing a 
Crisis 

45 Graeme Baxter 

December 2019 End of Year Celebration 28 Networking Event 

November 2019 Everyone Has Story To Tell 41 Lucy Mathieson 

October 2019 The Ark Clothing Story 40 Jen Layton and 
Chris Metcalf 

September 2019 Soft is The New Hard - AGM 68 Leah Mether 

Workshop  

Month Workshop Title No.  Speaker 

October 2019 Using Social Media to Grow 
Your Business 

26 Lucy Mathieson  
 

 

 

 

REFRESHED WEBSITE 

If you have visited the SBWN website recently www.sbwn.com.au you will notice a new 
look and feel. The Digital Officer for the SBWN, Margaret Ornsby and Vice President, 
Karen Raabe have spent many hours reviewing functionality and words to create a new 
and refreshed version of the website to facilitate easier access for members and a better 
user experience. 
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From our research, members tell us that they 
primarily use the SBWN webpage for booking 
events. The webpage also has a number of useful 
features to assist members to connect with each 
other. Features such as the Member Directory and 

the Member 2 Member page. 

Please take some time to review your personal and business information in the Directory 
and whilst you’re on the site, see what Member discounts are available. 

As part of the website review, Sue Carmody (General Committee Member) took 
responsibility for developing a photo bank of images that can be used to promote the 
Network and its members. Unfortunately, Sue resigned from the committee early in her 
term due to family and business commitments. However, she began something that can 
be added to over time by members and future committees. 

Member Benefit 

An easy to use site that showcases the Network and its members and provides an 
opportunity for members to connect with each other. The Member’s section of the 
website offers members 

● Resources including recording of sessions, information sheets and links from 
speakers 

● Member 2 Member offers 
● Listing in the Directory – outlining services, contacts etc 
● Access to Committee Meeting notes 

 

FACEBOOK  

The SBWN Facebook page is the SBWN’s key 
public communication tool with members and 
the wider community; with over 2,000 followers 
it is the way we talk to the world. 

Carol Christensen is the Publicity Officer for 
SBW. She is responsible for all of the Facebook 
communications and she also fields most of 
the messages received as a direct result of 
Facebook. Carol has done a great job chasing 
people for good photos and content to 
promote their business as well as getting key 
information about each event. 

When surveyed our members also told us that 
Facebook is their preferred social media 
channel.  

The committee has discussed the potential of a closed Facebook Group for the SBWN. 
It has the potential to offer an online networking space where members can promote 

If you haven’t already head 
over to www.sbwn.com.au 
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ideas, products and services as well as support each other through information sharing. 
When asked through a survey the majority of members who responded were in favour of 
this option.   

Member Benefit 

Members have access to the SBWN network and Facebook audience for the promotion 
of key business activities. SBWN will promote the activities of Members through Facebook 
if members supply copy and images. 

 

PROCEDURES MANUAL 

The SBWN Procedures Manual is a dynamic document that the committee has continued 
to edit and improve over the year. Chelsea Taylor was instrumental in getting the 
Procedures Manual started, taking on the role of gathering, refining and detailing our 
procedures. The importance of the manual is most evident at the beginning of a new 
committee. It means that past practice and decisions don’t have to be reinvented every 
year, but rather confirmed or edited as appropriate. The manual includes comprehensive 
policy information on many relevant topics such as speaker selection. who the Network 
promotes, guidelines for event MCs and much more.  

Member Benefit 

● Clear guidelines regarding the function of the SBWN are documented so the 
committee can focus on creating value for the members, rather than duplicating 
effort answering commonly asked questions.  
 

RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN 

As a result of the work completed on the Strategic Plan it was clear that the SBWN would 
benefit from a Risk Management Plan. The Membership Secretary at the time Sharon 
Exton, volunteered to create a draft ready for a small sub-committee. Sharon developed 
a draft document. If there are any members who have the skill or capacity to work with 
the committee on this document, it would be appreciated. 

MEMBER FEEDBACK  

During the year the committee surveyed members and email subscribers on three 
occasions to seek feedback. The committee used the survey feedback to make 
decisions about dinner speakers, regularity of events and frequency of communications. 
(See Appendix 1) 
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

What a year! We have travelled from the high of the Gala event with Gillian Triggs to the 
world of isolation with its impacts, challenges and potential. 

COVID-19 has impacted our families, our business and our community. For the SBWN it 
has meant a need to re-group and consider the next steps. We sought member feedback 
via surveys (refer Appendix 2), and you told us quite clearly that you needed time. Time to 
adjust, time to be with your families and time to recalibrate your businesses.  

We have slowly come back into your lives offering one online networking event and one 
online event led by Marjorie-Jane Scott, a long-time member of the SBWN. Both events 
were rated highly by those present. 

The next event is the AGM and we are very excited this year 
to have secured Dr Sarah McKay as our guest speaker. We 
have been working to get Sarah for nearly a year. Now that 
she can join us online the barriers of time and distance have 
been diminished. Sarah is a leading world expert on the 
female brain. She has appeared on a number of TED Talks and is often in the media. I 
hope you can join us for her conversation with us on September 17. 

As mentioned, the website has been refreshed.  One feature that has been added to the 
site is the ability for members to access the minutes of the Committee Meetings, SBWN 
Model Rules and other procedure documents thus increasing transparency.  

Members will have received a copy of the new 
Strategic Plan and I encourage you to read the 
document. It is an aspirational document outlining 
the current and future ideals of the Committee. The 
current committee is proud of the document and I 
thank Karen Raabe especially for all her work on the 
document as well as all those who contributed. 

I believe the future for the SBWN is very exciting. 
One thing COVID has brought the SBWN, as with a 
number of businesses, is an opportunity to STOP 
and consider: 

 

• What next?  
• What do we want the Network to look like?  
• Can we deliver our services differently?  
• What are the emerging needs of our members in this new context?  

The next committee has an opportunity to create a whole new offering to the members. 
It could be: 

● A closed Facebook Group – with members supporting members in a much more 
dynamic and immediate way OR 

● A virtual event “X” times a year OR 
● A smaller leaner committee OR 

…the SBWN has an 
opportunity to stop and 
consider what next? 

Representing SBWN at the Telstra 
Business Awards with 

 Loretta Willaton 
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● Establish subcommittees to expand our offer and enable members to share their 
skills OR 

● A mix of all of the above or a mix of some OR 
● Something completely different 

I want to formally thank each of the committee for their contribution 
to the network. We would not have the events nor the opportunity 
to network and be inspired by the amazing range of speakers we 
have without them.  It takes a range of skills to ensure that there are 

events each month. This includes the publicity, organising venues, catering, guests, the 
money and the nuts and bolts behind the scene on the webpage. I thank each of the team 
for their commitment to the SBWN.  

Finally, thank you for the opportunity and the privilege of being in the role of President of 
the SBWN for three years. It has been an amazing journey full of new learnings, laughter, 
challenge and most of all the confirmation that the women of this region are amazing. 
Women who take the leap to start and grow a business, others who give each day to their 
role in an organisation and others who are planning their next move. No matter where you 
are, I see women who step up and that counts! 

 
 
Dana Hughes  
President SBWN (2017-2020)  
 

 

TREASURER’S REPORT 
 
The Southern Business Women’s Network offers membership at a very competitive rate in 
comparison to other similar networks around Victoria and further afield. We, as a committee, 
compared our $55p/a fee to equivalent organisation across Victoria and found memberships 
range from $0 (but with high event fees over $150) to a high of $790p/a. 
 
There are several significant overheads that we must cover each year in order to legally and 
effectively present our events – these include the online membership platform, which is the 
“engine” behind our website booking; liability insurance; our web hosting; our accounting 
software; and governance costs, such as fees Consumer Affairs Victoria. In addition to this 
we aim to improve our events by purchasing equipment such as a microphone and speaker, 
subsidise key events to offer more benefit to members, and also support our wider 
community through donations to vital causes. 

Considering the challenges that the start of 2020 has thrown at our members and this 
network, our focus from a financial perspective has been offering support and value to our 
members whilst still protecting our financial security. As such we have offered members a 6-
month extension on current memberships, provided online events free of charge (some of 
which involved paid speakers), and been able to meet our expenses whilst still maintaining a 
healthy bank balance. Often when we run events, especially the annual Gala, we are required 
to pay in advance for catering and other expenses prior to being in the position to sell tickets 
to cover costs. That is why we retain a balance of this size. 

Thank you 
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We are, therefore, confident that we head into the latter part of 2020 and the longer-term 
future of the network with financial stability, affordable memberships and the ability to finance 
future events to benefit all members and their guests. 

I would like to acknowledge the assistance offered to me this year by General Committee 
Member Catherine Eldridge who is a bookkeeper by profession and supported me in this 
role. Her assistance with MYOB and attention to detail has been invaluable. 

Member Benefit 

● Low membership fees $55 p/a compared to equivalent organisations across Victoria 
which range from $0 but high event fees ($150+) to $790p/a 

● Your membership fee is tax deductible 
 

Jessica Bell  
SBWN Treasurer (2018-2020)  
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HOW YOU CAN PARTICIPATE 

We are the Network. It is created by women (us) for women (us).  For a network to thrive 
it needs members to actively engage. You could: 

Become a Member 

By joining the SBWN you contribute to the longevity of the Network. Members fees 
are crucial to the ongoing operation of the network. At $55 per year a member 
recoups their membership within three events. 

Volunteer Your Time 

Join the committee or a sub-committee; such as the Closed Facebook page to 
expand your network and gain new skills or share your skills with others. 

Be an MC  

Members are invited to participate as an event MC. By being an MC, you support 
the committee in staging an event and you promote your profile at the same time. 

Offer Your Skills  

You can offer your skills as a mentor to another member to support the committee  
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Appendix 1: Summary of Feedback from Member Surveys September 2019 – April 2020 

Survey 1: When to Hold Events (Sept. 2019) 
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Survey 2: The Strategic Plan (Feb – 2020) 
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Survey 3: What’s Next For the SBWN (April 2020) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


